Abstract. All the factors causing distribution system faults are analyzed for improving safety and reliability of power system. Comprehensive and scientific evaluation for distribution system faults are made by fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method and the ordering is done by their severities. This method is able to monitor the distribution system safety and reliability and give reference for distribution system condition-based maintenance, thus improve the ability of distribution system safe operation.
Introduction
Distribution system fault prediction methods mainly depend on the professional knowledge and experiences and the understanding to the actual situation of operating crew currently. The fault prediction set acquired by this way and treated every fault at same incidence rate could not be perfect and accord with actual conditions [1] .
According to the probability values of the factors which lead distribution system faults, the faults evaluation method based fuzzy theory has been achieved. This method can evaluate distribution system faults quantitatively by fuzzy transformation which chooses all the factors led to distribution system faults as evaluative factors and applies fuzzy transformation theory and maximum membership degree rule.
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation theory
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is based on fuzzy mathematics to evaluate things quantitatively [2] . It consists of following steps.
(1) Determine the objects to be evaluated X . (2) Set up factor setU . Assume X has n factors which are able to influences X . Let 
Transmission line faults evaluation
The classes of condition based maintenance of the equipments in distribution system can indicate the possibility of the faults. Considering the transmission lines usually affected by severe weather, the relative probability of distribution system element faults can be determined by means of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation according the real time monitoring data.
Determine the objects to be evaluated Choose the transmission lines in the distribution systems as the objects to be evaluated X . Choose the evaluative factors U Considering the reasons of distribution system faults, the classes of condition based maintenance of the equipments in normal weather and wind, ice covering, lightening, temperature and insulation pollution are adopted to be the evaluative indexes. The more value of index, the more possibility of fault happening.
(1) The classes of condition based maintenance of transmission line The classes of condition based maintenance of transmission line can reflect the conditions in normal weather. So it can be used in fault pre and evaluation.
(2) Wind Transmission lines could be damaged by 6 and upper class wind (over 10.8-13.8m/s speed) [4] . The actual value of wind speed is used in the evaluating process if it is larger than 10.8m/s, otherwise is zero.
(3) Ice covering Short circuit will happen on transmission lines since shorten electrical distance between the lines caused by ice covering and lines swaying caused by ice breaking off. Sometimes over load ice covering leads to many towers broken down, transmission line disconnection and electric power fittings spoiled [5, 6] . The measuring value of ice thick is used in the evaluating process if it is thicker than the value of design, otherwise, the value is assumed zero.
(4) Lightening Lightening not only brings transmission line and its outdoor auxiliary equipment damages, but also causes indoor equipment damage or breaker trip. The index value takes 1 in heavy weather, or takes 0.
(5) Temperature In the high temperature situation the overhanging of transmission line will increase, results in flashover between the line and ground or between the line and the overlapping spanning objects, simultaneously the temperature changing may make electrical load change [4] .
(6) Insulation contamination The pollution flashover will happen when the degree of insulation contamination increases to a certain extent. The value of leakage current may use for representing insulation contamination degree [7] .
In summary, the classes of condition based maintenance of transmission line may indicate the possibility of faults when the latter 5 index value is not high enough to affect the transmission line in normal weather. The probability of transmission line fault is affected by the latter 5 indexes only in heavy weather.
So evaluating factor set ( )
is (classes of condition based maintenance, wind, ice covering, lightning, temperature, leakage current).
The fuzzy description of evaluating result factors Set up fuzzy evaluating set
respectively is worse, bad, general, good and better.
The determination of degree of membership function
The membership function can be solved by the fuzzy statistical method [2] . The evaluating factor matrix obtained is The determination of weight The weight of evaluating factor of transmission line can be determined by analytic hierarchy process [8] .
(1) Judgment matrix construction Judgment matrix can be obtained according to the associated standard evaluation by comparison between every two elements [8] . 
The consistency index (CI) calculation is needed for consistency check of separate hierarchy ordering.
Where n is the exponent number of judgment matrix. The random consistency rate (CR) is
When CR is less than 0.1, the consistency of separate hierarchy ordering is thought reasonable, or the element value of judgment matrix needs to adjust.
For different value of n , the corresponding value of RI as shown in Table 1 . The result of comprehensive evaluation The result of comprehensive evaluation can be obtained by the product operation between the quantification of evaluating set V and the fuzzy comprehensive evaluating set B .
Case analysis
In a distribution network, 15 transmission lines are chosen for fault evaluation in one day in winter.
(1) In winter the evaluating indexes ( )
are classes of condition based maintenance, wind, ice covering, lightning, temperature and leakage current.
(2) The weights of above indexes are (6), (7) and (4), (8) Table 2 . The conclusion can be obtained from Table 2 that the result of line 3-9 is 4.61 and approximately belongs to worse class; the result of line 1-5 is 3.01 and belongs to general class.
Closing remarks
The faults of distribution network can be evaluated by means of evaluating the on line values of various factors to breakdown the transmission lines by method based on fuzzy theory. So the results of the evaluation are more scientific and reasonable.
